Toward Real-Time Infoveillance of Twitter Health Messages

There is growing interest in conducting public health research using data from social media. In particular, Twitter “infoveillance” has demonstrated utility across health contexts. However, rigorous and reproducible methodologies for using Twitter data in public health are not yet well articulated, particularly those related to content analysis, which is a highly popular approach.

In 2014, we gathered an interdisciplinary team of health science researchers, computer scientists, and methodologists to begin implementing an open-source framework for real-time infoveillance of Twitter health messages (RITHM). Through this process, we documented common challenges and novel solutions to inform future work in real-time Twitter data collection and subsequent human coding.

The RITHM framework allows researchers and practitioners to use well-planned and reproducible processes in retrieving, storing, filtering, subsampling, and formatting data for health topics of interest. Further considerations for human coding of Twitter data include coder selection and training, data representation, codebook development and refinement, and monitoring coding accuracy and productivity. We illustrate methodological considerations through practical examples from formative work related to hookah tobacco smoking, and we reference essential methods literature related to understanding and using Twitter data. (Am J Public Health. Published online ahead of print June 21, 2018: e1-e6. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2018.304497)

Methods of Twitter data analysis are inconsistent and not well documented across individual research studies. As data collection sources vary widely (e.g., collected directly from Twitter or obtained through various third-party providers), data quality is also a concern. Therefore, we sought to provide clarity on methodological considerations for obtaining and working with Twitter data among public health researchers and practitioners. We provide examples of practical and theoretical challenges that we began working through in 2014 while developing a data framework with interdisciplinary collaboration among public health and policy researchers, computer scientists, and methodologists across research institutions. We provide practical considerations and concrete examples that relate to pilot research on hookah tobacco smoking, as this trend is both popular and has presented a variety of challenges while working with Twitter data. We refer to the broader research framework as real-time infoveillance of Twitter health messages (RITHM), which includes (1) open-source software for collecting and formatting Twitter data, and (2) procedures for maximizing the efficiency and effectiveness of subsequent human data coding.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

Twitter messages (tweets) currently include up to 280 text characters. Twitter is a global social media platform wherein its users receive and share vast amounts of real-time information. Twitter users post messages (tweets) that are short, frequent, and are posted publicly available. Although Twitter has demonstrated utility across health contexts, its explosive growth over the last decade has increased the need for a framework that could handle the large volume of data quickly and efficiently.

Additionally, there have been a steady increase in research using Twitter messages to monitor and characterize health communication and to stage and monitor public health interventions. Recent work has noted a need for public health practitioners to increase their social media engagement to combat misinformation, influence policy, and disseminate timely information. However, although social media “infoveillance” is a popular area of research, reproducible procedures for obtaining and working with these data are not well documented in the public health literature. Thus, there is a paucity of methodological guidance for public health professionals who wish to effectively use Twitter data. As a result, “practitioners have indicated a persistent gap between concept and routine implementation” of these data in public health.

Data from the Twitter platform provide insights into health topics such as tobacco use and cessation,4–10 cancer communication,11,12 mental health,13–15 vaccination,16–18 and public health policy.19 In addition to content and sentiment analysis, these data are useful for tracking diffusion of public health messaging.10,20 Although Twitter data are not necessarily generalizable to broader populations outside the Twitter platform, they do present opportunities for infoveillance that complement well-established epidemiological approaches. Furthermore, the Twitter platform can be used in public health promotion by “implementing and disseminating critical prevention, screening, and treatment messages” in real time. As public health researchers and practitioners develop an increased interest in using Twitter to these ends, it will be increasingly important to have well-documented, reproducible processes for engaging with these data.

Methods of Twitter data analysis are inconsistent and not well documented across individual research studies. As data collection sources vary widely (e.g., collected directly from Twitter or obtained through various third-party providers), data quality is also a concern. Therefore, we sought to provide clarity on methodological considerations for obtaining and working with Twitter data among public health researchers and practitioners. We provide examples of practical and theoretical challenges that we began working through in 2014 while developing a data framework with interdisciplinary collaboration among public health and policy researchers, computer scientists, and methodologists across research institutions. We provide practical considerations and concrete examples that relate to pilot research on hookah tobacco smoking, as this trend is both popular and has presented a variety of challenges while working with Twitter data. We refer to the broader research framework as real-time infoveillance of Twitter health messages (RITHM), which includes (1) open-source software for collecting and formatting Twitter data, and (2) procedures for maximizing the efficiency and effectiveness of subsequent human data coding.
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characters, embedded images, videos, and Web links. The text can also include emoji (in-text images depicting facial expressions, common objects, and activities). Twitter popularized hashtag use whereby individuals can preface a word or condensed phrase with the “#” symbol to link it to other uses of that hashtag within the platform, which helps users to exchange dialogues on particular topics. Users can also interact via mentions (i.e., linking to a user name in a tweet), retweets (i.e., rebroadcasting someone else’s tweet), and quoting (i.e., embedding others’ tweets within a tweet).

**Ethical Considerations**

Twitter data present unique challenges related to the protection of individuals’ welfare and expectations of privacy. Users can also interact via mentions (i.e., linking to a user name in a tweet), retweets (i.e., rebroadcasting someone else’s tweet), and quoting (i.e., embedding others’ tweets within a tweet).

**Obtaining Real-Time Data**

Twitter data can be obtained in real time directly from Twitter’s Public Streams Application Programming Interface (API). This is a versatile approach to data collection, but implementation can require an advanced grasp of software development. Therefore, we developed an open-source RITHM streamer, which relies on basic template files to set data collection parameters, using the Python programming language for ease of use and versatility across operating systems. Twitter’s stream provides only prospective data and does not fill in missing data if the streamer stops running. This type of data collection process, although not requiring a great deal of computer processing power, is only as reliable as the hardware running it. An institutional or commercial server is ideal, although a desktop computer may suffice for small-scale projects.

Twitter’s filtered data stream includes all publicly available tweets that match a user-defined set of keyword parameters, up to a maximum of 1% of the total volume of tweets flowing at a certain time. The filtered stream should not be confused with the sample stream, which delivers a pseudorandom 1% sample of all public tweets. To exceed the 1% cap, it is important to consider the scope of keywords and other parameters (e.g., language, geocoordinates) used to filter the stream. Exceeding this limitation can result in nonrandom censoring of data, which is a threat to generalizability. Similarly, it is important to understand and report on understood limitations of third-party data providers, if used, as these may rely on other methods for data capture, which would affect data randomization and generalizability and the validity of findings.

**Scope of Collection**

Data collection time frames greatly affect the generalizability of collected data and, conversely, present practical concerns about data overload. For example, in an early pilot study in 2014, we sampled data related to hookah tobacco smoking over the span of 2 distinct weekends, resulting in 43,092 tweets. As there are known variations in daily and weekly rhythms of Twitter use, these data have limited generalizability outside the context of this data collection time frame. However, as the scope of data collection increases to bolster generalizability, the number of tweets obtained presents practical challenges for data storage. For example, on April 20, which is widely considered a “marijuana holiday,” we consistently observe a dramatic spike in tweets related to “smoking,” resulting in 7 to 8 gigabytes of data collected in a single day. Although this fluctuation in data collection is fairly predictable, other, less predictable events can occur when a particular topic or tweet goes viral and is heavily shared (e.g., a celebrity, political leader, or popular news source is the origin). Thus, data collection projects that are running long-term or on a particularly broad or popular topic area should expect that peak data collection might be many magnitudes greater than that of a typical day.

Another methodological consideration that affects validity and data size relates to selecting appropriate keywords to target data collection. Having too few keywords will result in missing valuable data, whereas including too many is likely to clutter the data with irrelevant content. For example, in the hookah-related work we used 5 primary keywords (“hookah,” “hooka,” “sheesha,” “sheesha,” and “narghile”). We chose these keywords to account for common terminology and spellings. We purposefully excluded non-specific terms such as “water-pipe” because in preliminary searches they resulted in a substantial amount of false-positive references to cannabis paraphernalia. Before final keywords are chosen for inclusion or exclusion, initial searches should be performed and documented using established criteria for assessing search performance, such as precision (specificity) and recall (sensitivity). This process helps to demonstrate generalizability and validity within broader Twitter data and can help to acknowledge data collection limitations when reporting search procedures and findings.

Another technical limitation of the Twitter stream is that...
individual keywords do not match at the level of a complete phrase. Instead, the streaming API combines consecutive words with a logical AND operator. For example, the search string “smoke sessions” (i.e., social gatherings, such as at a hookah lounge) matches a number of tweets about US Attorney General Jeff Sessions that contain the word “smoke” in other contexts. The Twitter API does not support a NOT operator to exclude tweets that contain words, such as “Jeff” in this example. This limitation can be overcome programmatically. However, integrating additional data searching and formatting procedures into an active streamer process can delay data capture. If the delay compounds over many tweets, the API will eventually disconnect and lose the backflow of data. To avoid data loss, primary data collection should implement a “dump-and-go” approach with additional data searching and formatting procedures happening in a separate process (e.g., RITHM parser).

Formatting

The Twitter API delivers raw data in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, where individual tweets have unequal numbers of nested data fields (i.e., not in row and column format). Within these data are additional fields related to extraneous display parameters, such as image size, as well as redundant data (e.g., hashtags appear in multiple fields). An important step in data parsing is to reformat the data to a comma-separated spreadsheet format. In-text formatting such as commas and carriage returns then need to be replaced with placeholders such as “_comma_” or “_return_” so that the spreadsheet retains proper formatting. Similarly, as the raw data are text based, emoji are delivered as Unicode strings that need to be converted to a human-readable format (e.g., “\u2764” converts to “_heart_” for the “❤” emoji).

As emoji are displayed and interpreted differently across diverse computer and telephone platforms, this text-based approach indicates the presence of particular emoji without making assumptions about display parameters. Although new emoji are continually added to the Unicode Standard (http://www.unicode.org/standard), an emoji dictionary must be regularly updated to recognize new objects. Unrecognized objects should remain intact as Unicode strings so that additional procedures can be used in situations in which translation is needed (e.g., Arabic script, ideographic characters). Overall, it is important to consider that tweets contain a variety of text and nontext characters that add substantial clarity, and these nuances should be preserved and portrayed in a human-readable format as much as possible.

Subsampling and Generalization

When human coders assess data, selecting the number of tweets to code presents additional balancing of feasibility (e.g., how much effort is available for coding procedures) versus generalizability (e.g., what proportion of tweets is representative). Subsampling needs to be addressed on a project-by-project basis. For codebook development, it may be appropriate to use a randomized subsample of all available tweets. For analysis, more complex subsampling procedures may be warranted to account for the relative prevalence of tweets over time. In this case, a “keep every nth tweet” approach or a randomized subsample stratified by observed tweet prevalence may be preferable.

Other approaches include stratifying by keyword prevalence or reshuffling subsamples until a particular optimization parameter is met. For example, assessing ranked correlations between popular hashtags in the full sample versus a subsample can help to demonstrate content validity of a sampling strategy. When selecting a data reduction approach, it is important to consider that this does not bolster data generalizability or validity to circumstances outside Twitter. Rather, subsampling can make human coding more feasible while demonstrating the generalizability of the coded data within a broader data set.

HUMAN CODING

A recent systematic review of studies using Twitter data identified content analysis as the most common methodological approach. However, approaches to content coding and reporting methods vary widely. So another aim of our work was to develop reproducible methods for human coding of tweets. Through our pilot work, we synthesized formative feedback about this process from coders who were involved. Human coding is inherently time consuming and not necessarily suitable for implementation in a real-time process. However, certain considerations and approaches can ease coder burden and greatly expedite the process.

Coder Considerations

Coders require attention to detail, an understanding of the overarching research goals for the coding task, and appropriate background experience to accurately interpret the content. Coders who are Twitter users may be more adept at interpreting idiosyncratic linguistic conventions of tweets. For example, “hookah is bae” would be more easily interpretable by someone familiar with “bae” as an acronym for “before anyone else,” a highly valued person or thing. Someone unfamiliar with this convention could easily interpret “bae” as a typographical error for “bad” and misjudge the message sentiment. This is of many examples of common shorthand used to communicate complex ideas within the brevity of a tweet. When possible, we find it helpful to work with coders who are familiar with current “netspeak” conventions and have some personal experience using Twitter or similar platforms.

Another aspect to consider is familiarity with the health topic under investigation. Before coding hookah-related tweets, coders were first immersed in common contexts of hookah use, which included viewing pictures of hookah lounges and videos of individuals participating in hookah smoking sessions. Coders also reviewed and discussed hookah-related tweets from the Twitter Web site before formal coding. This type of training can be foundational to reducing coding discrepancies early on. However, in some circumstances it may also be beneficial for coders to be naive to subject matter (e.g., coding related to general public perceptions, coding within a grounded theory framework). In general, clearly describing coder expectations, expertise, and training methods are integral to ensuring the reproducibility of coding work.
Portraying Tweets

It is important to consider tradeoffs between presenting tweets as text only for more efficient coding versus viewing content directly on the Twitter Web site for more contextual nuances (e.g., images, emoji). We eventually moved to a middling approach by which coders could evaluate tweets using basic textual information and had the option to use the Twitter Web site as a complement if the text was unclear. In hookah-related data, this led us to discover a context-dependent emoji that was particularly salient. The _dash_ emoji depicts a cartoonish dust cloud left behind when someone dashes away. In the context of hookah, this emoji was consistently used to signify a puff of smoke, which it also resembles.35 Depending on the topic and observational variables of interest, imagery and emoji may be particularly useful for coders to observe in graphical format.

After trying various approaches, a simple spreadsheet seemed the most straightforward way to portray tweets to coders. Specifically, a coding spreadsheet should include (at a minimum) the tweet ID, the tweet text, a link to the online tweet, and additional columns for entering coded variables. This limits the technical complexities and irreproducibility that might come with developing custom databases or data entry portals. It also reduces coder burden and ensures portability of data sets across analytic platforms.

CODING TWEET CONTENT

Although coding definitions may differ among studies, broad categories of codes such as relevance, sentiment, and theme are commonly employed.8 Initial coding for relevance helps to narrow the number of tweets needing additional coding and also allows the calculation of search precision and recall estimates.31 Sentiment can be evaluated in a variety of ways.8 For example, a statement such as “so happy to finally quit smoking” conveys positive sentiment with regard to general affect but negative sentiment toward smoking. This can be a point of coder confusion. Alternately, framing sentiment as optimistic versus pessimistic might be more useful for approaching content such as “quitting smoking is too hard.” Clearly defining the intention and scope of sentiment codes allows improved interrater reliability (Figure 1), clearer interpretation of results, and more expedient coding. Finally, thematic coding accounts for contextual factors. These are often dichotomous categories, such as health related (Table 1).

Examining sentiment across well-defined thematic codes (deductive or inductive derived codes) allows more nuanced interpretations of content and deeper qualitative synthesis.9

Hookah Smoking Codebook

For a practical example from the hookah data, our codebook was first broadly framed with deductive codes of relevance and sentiment. Inductive codes such as commercial and health related were refined later, from a grounded codebook development process. Decisions need to be made early on about tradeoffs for inductive or deductive codebook development approaches and adapting from an existing coding framework when possible.34,36 This initial hookah codebook was drafted over 3 rounds of coders evaluating 200 randomly selected tweets, mapping potential constructs, identifying exemplar tweets, and coming to consensus on salient codes and preliminary definitions. Coding definitions were further refined through independent double-coding, meetings to adjudicate coder disagreements, and then updates to the coding framework. Using snapshots of independently double-coded data before adjudication of disagreements, we assessed interrater reliability using the Cohen K coefficient (Figure 1). This occurred at semiregular intervals, ranging between 200 and 500 tweets, depending on coding progress and timing of adjudication meetings. To establish validity and generalizability of results, it is important to follow well-established content coding methods, including independent double-coding and reporting interrater reliability coefficients along commonly used metrics.34,37

As this particular codebook evolved, we added several dozen example keywords and tweets to help add nuance to coding definitions. However, interrater reliability did not improve in a linear fashion over initial coding iterations (Figure 1). Coders also expressed frustration at codebook definitions becoming overly complex and more arduous to interpret. After reflecting on the trajectory of codebook development, we simplified the coding definitions, removed highly
nuanced examples, and further clarified sentiment as “pro-hookah” or “anti-hookah” instead of “positive” or “negative” more broadly. The final codebook more closely reflected a content coding approach that we had previously seen in the literature, which would have ultimately been a better starting point to save time and effort in codebook development. With the simplified codebook (Table 1), interrater reliability was greatly improved in the fifth coding iteration (Figure 1). In general, we found that fewer codes with shorter and more targeted codebook definitions (e.g., pro-hookah vs positive sentiment) resulted in both faster and more accurate tweet coding. Furthermore, it is important to carefully review the literature for past content analysis work before engaging in extensive codebook development expeditions.

Coder Logistics

Depending on coder availability, it can be difficult to schedule meetings for coders to adjudicate coding disagreements and refine codebook definitions. In light of these challenges, we developed a process of asynchronous adjudication. Through this process, coders had the opportunity to review coding disagreements with the option of changing their own coding assessments if they felt that they had overlooked a clear circumstance that the other coder had noticed. Coders also recorded notes of any emerging considerations to refine coding definitions. When in-person meetings occurred, both coders would discuss a reduced number of disagreements, and they used their notes to frame discussions on codebook refinement. When appropriate, this process can substantially expedite codebook development and adjudication.

A coding log can further help monitor overall coding progress, track milestones, and set achievable goals. In our pilot work, this also brought coders’ attention to common distractions that interrupted coding. On the basis of feedback in 48 log entries of 2 experienced coders, coding took a median of 9 seconds per tweet and proceeded for a median of 76 tweets before a distraction occurred. In open-ended descriptions of the process, coders described distractions such as “zoning out” or “overthinking” some tweets. Coders’ reflections on the process indicated that the added structure of having a coding log was extrinsically motivating and helped them maintain focus. Long periods of coding can be cognitively challenging, and coders preferred to alternate between coding tweets and other tasks to reduce cognitive demand.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This narrative serves as an overview of some basic challenges and associated strategies for working with Twitter data that are collected in real time and analyzed by human coders. We covered methodological considerations that have downstream impacts on generalizability and validity of findings and practical approaches for facilitating coding. Further methodological discussion is warranted on more specialized approaches to analysis (e.g., machine learning, network analysis, geospatial inference). Additional ethical and methodological considerations are also needed on the evaluation of Twitter user profiles, which present an important and underused source of research insights. We hope that considerations presented will inform continued research and methodological critiques.

Future systematic reviews might evaluate the extent to which recently published Twitter research implements rigorous and reproducible approaches at this basic level. This will continue to inform best practices in future research. Overall, we hope that this narrative (1) serves as a useful primer for practical considerations related to undertaking Twitter research, (2) guides researchers toward more consistently reporting on the

---

**TABLE 1—Final Coding Definitions for Tweets Relevant to Hookah: 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pro-hookah (formerly positive sentiment)</td>
<td>The tweeter demonstrates positive attitude toward hookah</td>
<td>Smoking hookah or wants/plans to smoke hookah &lt;br&gt; Recently used hookah &lt;br&gt; Mentions a song/music about hookah &lt;br&gt; References sex or romance and hookah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-hookah (formerly negative sentiment)</td>
<td>The tweeter demonstrates negative attitude toward hookah</td>
<td>Health harms and other negative effects of hookah &lt;br&gt; Hookah smoking is unattractive, uncool, or disgusting &lt;br&gt; Quitting smoking hookah &lt;br&gt; Doesn’t smoke hookah or doesn’t want to try smoking hookah &lt;br&gt; Prefers to use a different substance, such as marijuana, as opposed to hookah smoking &lt;br&gt; Stereotyping hookah culture or hookah users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context: commercial</td>
<td>The tweet is commercial in nature</td>
<td>An advertisement for hookah products or vendors &lt;br&gt; A promotion of hookah at bars/lounges/events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context: health related</td>
<td>The tweet contains content that is health related</td>
<td>Health harms and other negative effects of hookah &lt;br&gt; Hookah is not unhealthy or is healthier than something else (e.g., cigarettes) &lt;br&gt; Mentions things like tar, nicotine &lt;br&gt; Mentions health policy (e.g., FDA regulations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FDA = US Food and Drug Administration.
methodological rationales and decisions framing particular approaches, and (3) provides a framework for thoughtfully assessing the methodological rigor of studies using Twitter data. Additionally, the RITHM streamer and parser code are open-source and currently available through https://github.com/CRMH/RITHM.
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